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• Following Wednesday's choppy market action, the greenback stays quiet early Thursday. Ahead

of the US Bureau of Labor Statistics' highly-anticipated Consumer Price Index (CPI) data for

September, the US Dollar Index fluctuates in a tight range above 113.00 and the 10-year US

Treasury bond yield holds steady below 4%. Investors will also keep a close eye on the UK gilt

markets as the Bank of England (BoE) nears the planned end of its emergency gilt purchase

programme.

• Members of the Federal Open Market Committee expected higher interest rates to remain in place

until inflation slid further, minutes of the meeting last month showed. "Participants observed that

inflation remained unacceptably high and well above the committee's longer-run goal of 2%," the

minutes showed.

• The BoE will conclude its emergency gilt-buying programme on Friday as planned. On Thursday,

the bank accepted 1.96 billion and 2.37 billion pounds of offers in index-linked and long-dated

gilt purchases, respectively.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair finished Wednesday pretty much unchanged at around the 0.9700 level and

not far from the mentioned weekly low. The risk-off impulse has regained traction as anxiety

ahead of the US Consumer Price Index (CPI) data is accelerating dramatically.

➢ European Central Bank (ECB) President Christine Lagarde announced on Wednesday that the

discussions on quantitative tightening have started but noted that the interest rate is still their

primary policy tool. The data from Germany showed that the annual CPI was 10% in

September, matching the flash estimate and the market expectation.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 0.9750, which will send the pair to

0.9800. On the other hand, sellers need a sustained move below the support of 0.9650 to drag

the asset towards 0.9600.
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➢ GBP/USD bulls take a breather around 1.1085 during early Thursday after previous day’s

rebound from a two-week low. In doing so, the Cable pair traders brace for the US inflation data

while also fearing a collapse of the UK markets’, as recently highlighted by British Chancellor of

the Exchequer Kwasi Kwarteng.

➢ “Old Lady will be to blame if UK markets slide next week,” said UK’s Kwarteng early Thursday.

The news joined firmer US Treasury yields and other risk-negative catalysts, especially relating to

China and coronavirus, to weigh on the GBP/USD prices.

➢ Bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.1200 to accelerate the bullish moves towards October 06

high, near 1.1380. Meanwhile, the support of 1.1050 restricts immediate GBP/USD downside

before directing the bears to the 1.0900 level.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair is displaying a lackluster performance in the Asian session after printing a

two-decades high of 146.97 on Wednesday. Fed policymakers found favoring the continuation

of the current pace of hiking interest rates to achieve the agenda of price stability.

➢ On the Tokyo front, odds for intervention in the currency market by the Bank of Japan (BOJ)

are skyrocketing. The verdict has strengthened as Japanese Finance Minister Shunichi Suzuki

said on Thursday that the government will take decisive action in the FX market if speculative

moves are observed in the yen.

➢ That said, the bulls currently aim for 11 August 1998 high, around 147.70 as an immediate

target during the further advances. A breach of the latter will drive the yen pair towards the

swing high of 16 August 1990, at 148.50. Meanwhile, pullback moves will be limited by the

support of 146.00.
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➢ XAU/USD comes under renewed selling pressure on Thursday amid more hawkish cues from

the Fed. Aggressive Fed rate hike bets remain supportive of elevated US bond yields and exert

pressure.

➢ The focus will remain glued to the crucial US CPI report, due for release later during the early

North American session. Given that US Producer Price Index climbed more than expected in

September, investors anticipate consumer inflation to remain stubbornly high and reinforce the

Fed's hawkish rhetoric. Nevertheless, the key US inflation figures will influence the size of the

US central bank's next interest rate hike and provide a fresh directional impetus to gold.

➢ The sellers need to conquer the support of $1,660 to aim for September 29 low, around $1,640.

Alternatively, a decisive move above $1,680 will send the asset towards October 08 low at

$1,690.
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➢ US stocks closed the day lower after a volatile trading session as investors evaluated the

minutes of the most recent Federal Reserve monetary policy-setting meeting. Energy and

consumer staples were the best-performing sectors while utilities and real estate were the

steepest decliners.

➢ The S&P 500 was down 0.3% to 3,577.04. The support of 3,550 restricts immediate S&P 500

downside before directing the bears to the psychological level of 3,500. Alternatively, a

decisive move above the 3,640 resistance will send the index towards 3,725.

➢ In company news, Moderna's bivalent COVID-19 vaccine and the jointly developed Pfizer-

BioNTech bivalent vaccine can now work as a single booster dose in younger children, the US

Food and Drug Administration said Wednesday. Shares of Moderna jumped 8.3%, among the

best performers on the S&P 500.
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